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Abstract—Due to advances in technology being made at an
exponential rate, organisations are attempting to compete with
one another by utilising state-of-the-art technology to provide
innovative products and services that encourage use. However,
there is no moral code to inform sensitive technology design, a
consequence of which is the emergence of so-called technology
addiction. While addiction as a term is problematic, increasing
evidence suggests that related-conditions present implications for
the individual, for organisations and for wider society. In this
research, a consideration of the potentially addictive elements of
technology indicates that it can be possible to reverse engineer
these systems, as it were, to promote the development of new
behaviours, which can enable the individual to abstain from
overuse. Utilising smartphones to deliver digital behavioural
change interventions can leverage abundant data touchpoints to
provide highly tailored treatment, in addition to allowing for
enhanced monitoring and accuracy. To inform understanding of
this contemporary phenomenon, the literature on addiction has
been reviewed, along with the literature on persuasion
architecture to inform an understanding of techniques that lend
themselves to overuse and how these can be leveraged to promote
recovery. From which, the authors have developed a proposed
model to inform the practice of those operating in the domains of
computer science.
Keywords—Addiction; digital; treatment; data; smartphone;
behaviour; overuse; interventions

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the 21st century, there has been a trend with
organisations moving away from traditional channels at a rapid
rate, opting to invest in their digital counterparts instead. One
of the aims of these online channels is to encourage people to
spend more time on them, which has been widely successful,
resulting in widespread adoption of digital technology devices.
Since these systems are growing in importance for both
personal and organisational communications, the internet has
become one of the most important marketplaces for
transactions of goods and services [46], with over ―4 billion
internet users recorded in 2018‖ [36]. With usage figures
increasing at a rate of ―7 per cent year-on-year‖ [36], there are
increased opportunities for consumerism.
Resultantly, ―the digital era transcends demographics‖:
enabling marketers to ―have a clearer picture of a consumer
from the content they‘ve viewed‖ [88]. Developers are creating
highly advanced systems that are ―tailored to its host‘s needs
and reinforcement schedule‖, a Skinner box, as it were, that
enables individuals to ―interact with each other without
sacrificing the integrity of their own construct‖ [21]. Since
consumer needs are being met at an accelerating rate, spending

time online can be a highly rewarding experience,
―contributing to personal enjoyment for many people‖ [41].
However, an increasing issue is the overuse of these
systems. As noted by [16], ―computer systems cannot improve
organizational performance if they aren‘t used‖, however,
―complex social situations arise at the individual,
organizational, and societal levels‖ as a result of overuse [14].
Though, who is to blame for overuse? Is it irrational, if
immersion, specifically, engagement, is listed as being ―a
desirable—even essential—human response to computermediated activities?‖ [45]. There is thus a dichotomy between
encouraged adoption of technology, and the implications that
stem from overuse, with systems listed as ―both a creator of
certain ―dark‖ effects and a harbinger of their antidotes‖ [14].
In those that exhibit ―problematic levels of usage,
devaluation of life itself in the real world is likely to have a
major impact on the good life… requiring less effort and
providing faster rewards‖ [41]. Influential systems can
encourage ―users to spend their time in the virtual realm and
abandon reality‖, and to ―value success and rewards‖ in
alternate realities ―as equal as or even higher than those in the
real world, devaluating the latter‖ [41]. As a result of people
spending excessive time online within these platforms,
negative outcomes such as depressive and anxiety disorders,
insomnia and so-called addiction have all been implicated with
overuse [28].
These implications can encroach onto an organisational
level, associated with ―perceived work overload, technology–
family conflict‖, compromised ―organizational commitment‘‘
[79] and technostress, which accounts for ―50–75 per cent of
all information security breaches‘‘ in the workplace [14].
While effects such as these are becoming increasingly
apparent, the only technology-related condition to be
recognised in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5), regarded as ―the global standard for the
classification of mental disorders‘‘ is Internet Gaming Disorder
(IGD) [24].
Previous attempts at generating official recognition for
other technology-related conditions within the DSM-5 have
been unsuccessful. Resultantly, there is a lack of funding,
research and resources allocated towards identifying new
methods of intervention. Currently, there are treatment
interventions available for several technology-related
conditions. However, the literature suggests that existing
treatments can be ineffective. For so-called Internet Addiction
and Mobile Phone Addiction, there are detox centres and
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military-style camps, which practice abstinence
technology and seek to teach alternate behaviours.

from

Though effective in select cases, abundant research
suggests that these types of treatment can cause more harm
than good. In China, ―unlicensed training camps‘‘ that seek to
―wean‖ individuals off the internet are particularly
controversial, having led to cases of casualty and even death
[84]. In 2009, ―15-year-old Deng Senshan‘‘ was found to be
dead ―just hours after he checked into an Internet bootcamp‘‘,
while Pu Liang was admitted ‗‘to hospital with water in the
lungs and kidney failure‘‘ just three weeks after admission
[77]. Due to these instances, treatment centres came under
scrutiny in 2009, and restrictions were placed on methods used,
with laws set.
In 2016, however, reports surfaced of a ―16-year-old‘‘
starving her mother ―to death in revenge for sending her to
abusive internet addiction boot camp‘‘, in which ―she was
beaten and abused‘‘ [58]. Since being published, the report led
to several ―former students‘‘ drawing attention to additional
cases of ―abductions, beatings, and corporal punishment‘‘ [58].
Resultantly, consent has become increasingly important in
treatment interventions, with collaborative approaches
becoming the norm. For example, chemical treatments can
enable treatment to be delivered without the individual needing
to make drastic lifestyle changes.
Typically, research indicates that anti-depressant drugs
allow for both the symptoms of technology-related conditions
to subside, along with co-occurring conditions to be targeted
[12]. Albeit, ―there has been no pharmacological agent
identified to be effective‘‘ as a stand-alone treatment of
technology-related conditions: ―all the studies providing an
indication for the application of pharmacotherapy… treatment
focus first on comorbid disorders‘‘ [12]. If technology-related
conditions exist in their own right, this would indicate a need
for specific treatments to be devised to perhaps ensure a higher
rate of recovery.
Further, while contemporary treatments are largely unimposed, there are still several barriers to the effectiveness of
treatment. Universal prescription changes can act as a barrier
to receiving pharmacotherapy treatments for some, due to
personal income levels [37]. Costs are not confined to chemical
interventions, however these being ―significant barriers to
providing evidence-based, behavior change interventions‘‘ [49]
for healthcare professionals.
For the providers of therapeutic interventions, ―financial
and staffing resources‘‘ for employee training may not always
be accessible ―to the average community-based treatment
program areas‘‘ [49]. Additionally, ―the squeeze on local
authorities, public health budgets‘‘ means that ‗‘teams are not
getting the funding they need‘‘: resultantly, there are extended
waiting lists for public treatment, causing ―increasing numbers
of people to self-refer for costly treatment‘‘ [72].
In addition, there are several other elements compromising
the effectiveness of treatment: including geographic, political,
societal and individual factors. Foremost, distance of patients
to treatment centres ―may be a barrier to accessing evidencebased care for many patients, especially in rural areas‘‘ [49].

Secondly, the time required for treatment interventions can be
a deterrent to those with work or family commitments, since
―most inpatient facilities insist patients focus completely on
treatment‘‘ [37]. Finally, there is a stigma attached to addictive
disorders, which can deter people from seeking treatment:
―almost one-fifth of people who don‘t seek treatment say they
fear what others would think if they went to rehab'' [37].
Due to the issues listed above, it seems appropriate to make
a case for new forms of treatment for so-called addictions to be
identified. In the case of technology overuse, increasing
prevalence rates, widespread adoption and younger device
ownership make it seem more important than ever to do so.
Before these can be identified, however, the authors wish to
make a case for an alternate form of classification to inform
treatment. While there are ideas circulating about various
technology-related conditions, there is an absence of
universally recognised terminology and criteria. In order to
appropriately categorise such behaviours, the authors have
used the following process:
1) So as not to exclude a category through semantics,
‗digital technology (DT)‘ will refer to technology that operates
via microprocessors: including computers, applications, the
internet, mobile phones, as well as ―devices that enable access
to cyberspace, the use of digital audio/video and information
communications technology (ICT)‘‘ [32].
2) In cases of sustained DT overuse that presents above
norm negative repercussions, the term ‗Digital Technology
Disorder‘ (DTD) will be used.
3) While aspects of DTD can share elements of ―natural
history, phenomenology, tolerance, comorbidity, genetic
contribution, neurobiological mechanisms, and response to
treatment‘‘ with officially recognised addictions [23],
‗disorder‘ has been deemed the most appropriate term. This is
due to issues associated with ‗addiction‘ (see page 3).
4) Since DTD can be compared with IGD, DTD will refer
to a ―compulsive-impulsive spectrum disorder‘‘ [70]. Within
which, DTD will refer to cases where DTs are an end in
themselves, thus refining the concept further, by excluding
cases of DTs being used to enable a pre-existing addiction.
By coining the term, the authors hope to present a case for
DTD to be treated as seriously as an officially recognised
disorder, which could help towards changing perceptions and
identifying new methods of treatment. The authors also wish to
point out that, while official recognition of IGD is helpful, it
does not sufficiently account for all technology-related
conditions. This is due to the fundamental difference: 1) DTs
have encroached on almost every aspect of life, with their
usage being encouraged in areas such as work and school.
Gaming remains a pastime for those who wish to peruse it
unless diagnosed with IGD or in cases of employment link
explanation.
Due to which, it can be harder to spot those with DTD.
There would be no apparent signs, for example, that distinguish
a DTD sufferer on the tube to a businessman seeking to meet
targets via email. A standardised term would allow people to
identify the signs and criteria and to intercept before the
repugnant effects are shown. Since there are several research
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gaps regarding ―how individuals understand, adopt, and learn
technology outside of the formal organization‘‘ [75], the
authors hope to inform sensitive DT design which promotes
responsible use. In turn, the authors hope that the future of DT
design strives to minimise potentially hazardous outcomes with
a consideration of their power.
II.

ADDICTION

A. Issues with Addiction
Multiple theories have been proposed to explain addiction.
The literature is vast, with key themes of individual
responsibility versus individual as a victim [30, 86], rational [9,
51] versus irrational; beneficial versus repugnant, as well as
alternate standpoints [22]. Whilst it may seem unproductive to
get caught up in semantics, these standpoints are important,
since they influence and dictate treatments that are available.
As noted by [10], ambiguity ―about the meaning of the term
―addiction‖ is not confined to ―academic debates… these
differing perceptions ―matter‖ in many ways‘‘.
Formerly, perceptions ―that are held by scientists and
policy makers are likely to influence their policy decisions‘‘,
including allocation of resources ―for the treatment and
prevention of addictive behaviors‘‘ [10]. Moreover, attitudes
towards addictive behaviours can impinge upon an individual‘s
understanding of the consequential outcomes and in turn, affect
levels of engagement. This may be particularly problematic for
vulnerable groups in the population, such as ―adolescents, who
are at the ages during which many of these behaviors are
commonly initiated‘‘ [10].
The crucial element here is that prescribed treatment seems
to depend, largely, on the perspective. For example, in Asia,
the concept of Internet Addiction (IA) is well established, with
perceptions of it being a threat to public health. There has been
abundant research into prevalence rates, criteria, symptoms,
risks and treatments. In 2008 alone, figures estimated that
210,000 children in South Korea (6-18 years old) were
undergoing treatment for IA, a number which is predicted to
have significantly increased [15]. As ―the average South
Korean high school student spends about 23 hours each week
gaming, another 1.2 million are believed to be at risk for
addiction and to require basic counselling‘‘ [15].
Consequently, the South Korean government have ―trained
1,043 counsellors in the treatment of Internet addiction and
enlisted over 190 hospitals and treatment centres‘‘, in addition
to setting up ‗‘preventative measures‘‘ in education [15].
Similarly, in China, it was predicted that ―13.7% of Chinese
adolescent Internet users meet Internet addiction diagnostic
criteria‘‘ in 2008, which equates to ―about 10 million
teenagers‘‘ [15]. Thus, the government and legal system in
Asia have sought to reduce the interactions with computers
among its teenagers, by stigmatising things such as ―more than
3 hours of daily game use‘‘ [8].
In other parts of the world, such as America, statistics on
prevalence rates of similar conditions are lacking, perhaps as a
result of differences in public and private consumption. In
Asia, internet cafes act as a means of observation for DTD
symptoms, however, ―in the United States games and virtual
sex are accessed from the home‘‘ [8]. Further, ―attempts to

measure the phenomenon are clouded by shame, denial, and
minimization‘‘ [8]. As a result, there are fewer treatments
available in the US; hence, it seems appropriate to deduce that
the different perspectives can be integral to the different
treatments prescribed.
Due to differing standpoints, addiction ―has been criticized
both within and outside the mental health disciplines on a
number of grounds‘‘ [22]. Addiction is largely subjective: in
order to define addiction, ―we must select some aspects to
include and empathize, and others to exclude‘‘ [6].
Prerequisites such as ―scientific, guild, societal, and political
considerations‘‘ both influence and dictate definitions [6], thus
addiction is ―historically and culturally specific‘‘ [6].
Resultantly, contemporary definitions of addiction can be
discordant with traditional theories of anthropology,
behaviourism and cognitive processing [22, 48].
B. Broadening Scope of Addiction
Prior to the Theory of Rational Addiction [3], ―most of the
literature in this area until the mid-1980s modelled addiction as
habit formation‘‘, specifically, irrational ones [27]. In recent
more years, however, the notion that basic activities ―can be
properly described as addictive‘‘ has surfaced [27]. This is
because ―people get addicted to not only alcohol, cocaine and
cigarettes but also to work, eating, music, television, their
standard of living, other people‘‘ [3], as they conform to ―the
two conditions required for addiction: reinforcement, and
tolerance‘‘ [27].
As noted by [30]: ―what is coming up fast as being the
central core issue … is continued engagement in selfdestructive behaviour despite adverse consequences‘‘. Ideas
about the existence of behavioural addictions have surfaced,
including ―what some are calling positive addictions (exercise,
meditation)‘‘ [7]. Resultantly, addiction is being attributed to
numerous behaviours, resulting in worries that ―if what is
labelled addiction becomes too broad, the word addiction will
become devoid of meaning‘‘ [7].
While an increased scope of addictive behaviours could ―be
justified if common features exist across a similar set of
behaviours‘‘, that allow us to better ―understand addictive
problems and expand society‘s capacity to intervene‘‘, there
are notable concerns [7]. As illustrated by Heller (2008 cited
by) [61]: ―if every gratified craving from heroin to designer
handbags is a symptom of ―addiction,‖ then the term explains
everything and nothing‖. Hence, the term ―addiction‘‘ should
be used with caution when referring to behaviours that are not
listed as being official within the DSM-5, while a mainstream
understanding of the difference between ―addictions‘‘ and
―disorders‘‘ would perhaps enable more consistent
categorisation.
III.

THEORIES OF ADDICTION CREATION

The following section seeks to identify patterns within how
addiction is formed. Primarily, theories of addiction creation
will be explored, since ―the best way to understand and,
ultimately, to change addictions is to understand why and how
they began‘‘ [7].
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A. Associative Learning
Though Pavlovian conditioning (Pavlov 1927) and
instrumental conditioning (Skinner 1938) are both included
within the realm of associative learning, these substrates have
crucial differences [52]. Formerly, they differ in terms of
experimental grounding. In Pavlov‘s (1927) original
experiment, ―the existence of the unconditioned response‘‘ was
made apparent by ―presenting a dog with a bowl of food and
the measuring its salivary secretions‘‘; leading to the discovery
that ―any object or event which the dogs learnt to associate
with food (such as the lab assistant) would trigger the same
response‘‘ [52].
Therefore, Pavlovian conditioning ―involves automatic or
reflexive responses‘‘ to sign-posted stimuli, whereby
―conditioned stimuli (CSs) elicit conditioned responses (CRs)‘‘
[4]. For example, ―anticipatory responses, behavioural habits
or even conditioned motivations and emotions‘‘ that are
―appropriate to the unconditioned reward stimulus (UCS)‘‘ [4].
By comparison, instrumental conditioning considers voluntary
behaviour. In Skinner‘s (1938) original experiment, in which
rats were observed in The Skinner Box, ―actions that are
instrumental in gaining access to rewards, such as lever
pressing for food‘‘ were found to ―be controlled by two distinct
associative processes‘‘ [87].
In the onset, a behaviour is ―goal-directed and mediated by
the encoding of an association between the action and its
speciﬁc consequences or outcome‘‘, thus, ―instrumental
performance‘‘ can ―be sensitive both to non-contingent reward
delivery‘‘ and to ‗‘changes in outcome value‘‘ [87]. Over time,
however, there is a profound shift. This is due to ―control over
performance‘‘ being ―found to shift to a stimulus-response
process‘‘, whereby ‗‘actions become stimulus-bound or
habitual‘‘, resultantly, actions become de-sensitised ―to
changes in either the instrumental contingency or reward
value‘‘ [87].
Types of associative learning also differ in terms of the
reward prediction process. Pavlovian conditioning refers to
―stimulus-stimulus associations and predictive reward
expectation‘‘, or ―stimulus-response associations and act–
outcome representations‘‘ [4]. Instrumental conditioning
entails ‗‘response-contingent reinforcement‘‘, whereby
―specific instrumental responses are strengthened by responsecontingent reinforcement‘‘ [4]. Despite these differences, both
forms of associative learning are analogous in their application
to teaching new behaviours. By understanding both substrates
in the context of addiction, it can be possible to deduce several
aspects.
Formerly, potential addictions can be conditioned, thus
conditioning techniques could be utilised, in turn, to reverse the
process and promote new behaviours in the proposed model.
For example, having identified in Pavlovian conditioning that
sign-posting can elicit an involuntary response, perhaps signposting can be used to prevent the formation of potential
addictions, by intercepting behaviour at the point of reward
expectation. As instrumental conditioning outlines how
behaviour is dictated in the onset by associations with actions
and the outcome assisted perhaps through educative

intervention at an early stage to create new associations, will
provide a greater chance of recovery.
Further, instrumental conditioning bears similarities with
O-PT, for its illustration of reward de-sensitisation within
addiction formation, and TMRA, with its ―diminished euphoric
capital‘‘ [73]. This could indicate that disorder subjects can be
characterised by above normal levels of reward desensitisation, hence, this will be examined further in the ‗Mind‘
section. While associative learning has allowed for findings
such as these to be extrapolated, there are limitations to their
application. For example, instrumental conditioning deals only
―with expressible behaviours‘‘ [64]. Therefore, there are gaps
in understanding inner processes that may play a profound role
in addiction development. To uncover these, the next section
will explore the mind.
IV.

MIND AND NEUROPROCESSING

Despite differences in reward processing, ―neural
substrates‘‘ for both forms of associative learning ―are
distributed relatively widely across both subcortical and
cortical brain structures‘‘ [4]. Though psychological
components are listed individually, ―categories of motivation,
learning and emotion or affect constantly interact in reward‘‘,
with N-S-RDs being ―particularly sensitive to different
processes‘‘ [4]. This indicates that addictions and disorders
entail a combination of intertwined processes that require
―brain manipulations‘‘ to ―dissociate many of these processes
to reveal their psychological and neural separation‘‘ [4].
In particular ―manipulations of mesolimbic dopamine
systems‘‘ have been found to alter ―reward ‗wanting‘ without
changing reward ―liking‘‘ [5]. Therefore, ―neural
manipulations could influence rewarded behavior because they
alter any one of many forms of learning‘‘, the outcome of
which will be determined by ―precisely which form is
altered‖ [4].
It can be useful to gain an understanding of these systems,
to see if it can be possible to utilise this knowledge to promote
behavioural shifts within the proposed model. Since this paper
seeks to treat an impulsive-compulsive disorder,
pathophysiology of officially listed addictions (S-RADs) and
officially listed disorders (N-S-RDs) will be drawn upon, so
that appropriate conclusions can be made. There are several
key similarities to cover, starting with neurocircuitry.
A. Neuroadaptations
A key element of S-RADs is neuroadaptations, which entail
a tri-part mental process, including ―preoccupation /
anticipation, binge intoxication, and withdrawal/negative
affect‘‘ [43]. This evidence of neuroplasticity has been said to
contribute to the transition from a ―disorder, that moves from
impulsivity to compulsivity‘‘, to an addiction [43]. If N-S-RDs
can be proven to exhibit similar neuroplasticity, it would
indicate a need for time-effective treatment interventions, to
intercept behaviour before it is able to develop into an
addiction.
Increasing research ―suggests that non-drug addictions may
lead to neuroadaptations similar to those reported with longterm drug use‘‘ [56]. This indicates similar neurocircuitry
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regarding ‗‗reward processing and decision-making‘‘ in both
S-RADs and N-S-RDs [86], which could infer that there are
certain preconditions that each of these conditions entail. To
identify aspects of these, underlying biological mechanisms
will be examined.
B. Underlying Biological Mechanisms
In N-S-RDs, similar locations to those for S RADs, for
reward processing have been indicated [86]. Thus, urges in SRADs and N-S-RDs, particularly of the ―urge-driven‘‘ sort,
―may reflect a unitary process‘‘ due to similarities in core
biological mechanisms [23]. This indicates a need for
treatments to integrate aspects of cognition and chemical
manipulations to ensure disassociations can be made.
The particular reward pathway (the mesolimbic pathway)
[86] indicates that deficiencies in the onset can lead to the
development of both conditions, or promote sustained
engagement, despite repugnant consequences. If subjects are
attempting to self-medicate, this may lend itself towards
identifying ways of shifting dependency from maladaptive
behaviours to desired behaviours. If promoted behaviours are
able to provide rewards that are as effective as existing ones,
thus accounting for pre-existing deficits, it could allow an
individual to abstain from maladaptive ones. To identify ways
of achieving this, specific components of rewards, including
implicated neurotransmitters will be examined further.
C. Neurotransmitters
The serotonergic and dopaminergic neurotransmitters
associated with S-RADs [23] have been found to be implicated
in N-S-RDs [86], with the regulation of ―emotions, motivation,
decision making, behavioral control‘‘ [86] and ―inhibition of
behavior‘‘ [23]; an impairment of serotonin has frequently
been linked to S-RADs. Regarding N-S-RDs, impulsivity has
been linked to ―dysregulated serotonin functioning‖, due to
―hormonal response after administration of serotonergic
drugs‘‘ [23].
This indicates that chemical treatments of the serotonergic
sort may allow for regulated control within disorder subjects,
and therefore, act as a means of achieving behavioural
alterations due to enhanced decision-making. While this is
promising as a method of treating those with disorders,
chemical interventions are costly and therefore may be a
barrier to treatment for some. Albeit, the literature suggests that
dopaminergic manipulations are possible without medicinal
interventions.
Since dopamine is ―involved with learning, motivation, and
the salience of stimuli, including rewards‘‘ [23]; dopamine
deficiency has been hypothesised as one of the underlying
causes of S-RADs [23] and N-S-RDs [30]. Therefore,
―alterations in dopaminergic pathways‘‘ are thought to drive
subjects with S-RADs and N-S-RDs to repeatedly seek
rewards, ―that trigger the release of dopamine and produce
feelings of pleasure‖ [23].
Dopaminergic neurons are activated when rewards are
received and are heightened through elements of surprise.
When rewards become expected, the dopaminergic neurons
become emaciated, as they ―respond physically to rewards in a
manner compatible with the coding of prediction errors‘‘ [83].

The principle of instrumental conditioning can lend itself to
interpreting this, whereby ―learning is blocked when the
stimulus is paired with a fully predicted reward‘‘ [83].
Resultantly, ―the responses of dopamine neurons to
conditioned stimuli‘‘ can be said to be ―governed differentially
by the occurrence of reward prediction errors rather than
stimulus-reward associations alone‘‘ [83]. In addition [83]
suggests that when an error is present at the time of the reward,
there is enhanced ―behavioural and neuronal learning‘‘, a
process both exacerbated and encouraged by dopaminergic
neurons. Knowledge of dopaminergic neurons will be carried
forward and interpreted within this paper, due to its potential to
enhance treatment.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

To ensure that this lends itself towards developing a model
of treatment, several elements have been identified. Having
examined the literature on addiction formation and how habits
are formed, it seems that the preconditions of potential
disorders can include: dopamine deficits, which motivate
subjects to engage in certain behaviours over others; above
norm levels of reward de-sensitisation which cause repeated
reward seeking; above norm need for variable rewards or
stimulation to overcome these.
In addition to the aforementioned preconditions, the tools
are as follows: unpredictable rewards can lead to habitformation, which increases motivation to engage in behaviours
that enable dopamine deficits to be fulfilled; prediction errors
enable enhanced learning, due to dopamine release; behaviours
are mediated by associations in the onset of instrumental
conditioning. Therefore, any model that seeks to treat disorders
should include aspects of ―neural manipulations to separate the
processes‘‘ that are implicated with disorders [4], which may
compromise the subject's abilities to make decisions.
For example, with dopaminergic manipulations or signposting to elicit a conditioned response to new behaviours and
to form associations that replace existing reward gratification
for maladaptive behaviours. In addition, dopaminergic
manipulations should be utilised throughout treatment, to
prevent relapse by accounting for potential pre-existing
dopamine deficits. Further, models should seek to provide
rewards of sufficient variance to motivate subjects to
participate in sustained treatment over engaging in maladaptive
behaviours. Additionally, prediction errors should be utilised to
promote enhanced learning, by overcoming the reward desensitisation process that contributes to disorders and to ensure
that treatments incur maximum effect.
In addition, treatment interventions must be prompt and
accessible, to intercept subjects at key points of habit
formation, before disorders develop into potential addiction.
Finally, educative intervention should be used to change
associations that drive behaviour, with guidance on how to
develop new coping mechanisms, thus transforming cases of
approach-avoidance conflict into cases of approach-approach.
To summarise, any model that seeks to treat disorders should
cover aspects of motivation, learning and emotion to guide
behavioural alterations and separate entwined processes.
Relevant findings could lend themselves towards identifying
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ways of ascertaining how the mind is processing things whilst
subjects are engaged in technology.
Thus, if we want to alter this within treatment, we might
want to employ techniques that highlight which areas of the
brain are activated and which chemicals are released, post
disorder, to see if treatment has been successful. However,
there is still a gap in relation to DTD, and how these techniques
may lend themselves to treating that. Despite the conclusions
drawn, it is not possible to conclude which aspects of
technology lend themselves to irrational habit formation.
Therefore, section 2 will seek to explore technology techniques
and how these contribute to potential disorders. In turn, this
will inform the development of a proposed model.
VI.

PERSUASION ARCHITECTURE

This section aims to explore technology techniques and
how these may lead to addiction. From which, it can be
possible to identify how techniques can be leveraged to
promote recovery. Primarily, if we can understand systems, we
can attempt to understand how an individual might overuse
these. Despite rapid advancements in technology being made,
―one of the continuing issues of DTs is identifying factors that
cause people to accept and make use of systems developed and
implemented by others‘‘ [39]. Since [38] posited that the
solution to effective user interface (UI) design is a ―process of
manager-analyst interaction in the explication‘‘ of assigned
models. Though several academics have sought to identify
what constitutes acceptance of electronic UI design.
A. User Interface Acceptance
The author in [71] ―proposed that a distinction had to be
made between technical and organizational validity‘‘, to gain
an understanding as to ―why systems that met all technical
performance standards still were not universally used or
understood‘‘ [39]. Davis (1985) devised the technology
acceptance model (TAM) two years later [15], depicting ―the
effect of system characteristics on user acceptance of
computer-based information systems‘‘ [16]. Within TAM,
stages can be broken down into design, cognitive, affective and
behavioural, with arrows depicting casual relationships.
TAM consists of ―two primary predictors— perceived ease
of use (EU) and perceived usefulness (U) and the dependent
variable behavioural intention (BI)‘‘ [39]; assuming that a
―potential user's overall attitude toward using a given system‘‘
is ―a major determinant of whether or not he actually uses it‘‘
[11]. Though highly regarded due to its refined style, TAM is
not without criticism: ―TAM relationships are not borne out in
all studies‘‘, due to a ―wide variation in the predicted effects in
various studies with different types of users and systems‘‘ [39].
Consequently, TAM has been adapted by reference [81] to
create TAM2, with added elements such as ‗Social Influence‘,
which entails ―three interrelated social forces impinging on an
individual facing the opportunity to adopt or reject a new
system‘‘. TAM2 presents several implications. For example,
past experience also plays a role in leading to perceived

usefulness, intention to use, and consequential use. Hence, if
the systems can alter these experiences in the onset, this may
be a way of promoting behavioural shifts in treatment.
Further, since voluntariness is listed, it is important for the
proposed model to be consensual. In addition, since subjective
norm is listed, classifying overuse as DTD could help in
shifting perceptions, by making users aware of the implications
that stem from overuse. Finally, TAM2 indicates that adequate
returns to satisfy stakeholders can still be achieved in cases of
technology design that does not seek to encourage overuse.
Instead, there is the potential for new business models to be
developed, which focus on the ability of the device to act as a
mediator of maladaptive behaviour.
This could be used as a key selling point for brands to
enhance their image, from which, relevant returns could fuel
the development of strategies that ensure that issues that stem
from overuse do not affect future society. While TAM2 has
been useful in enabling the above to be extracted, it does not
detail elements of individual disengagement. As noted by
reference [55]: ―one area of future research is examining... the
specific notion of disengagement... when, if ever, does intense
engagement cross the line into addiction?‖ Hence, the role of
engagement will be examined in more detail in the next
section, by identifying how much technology leads to
behavioural patterns that are irrational.
B. Role of Engagement
Several scholars have listed engagement as a requisite of
usability [45]. Listed as the ―physical, cognitive, and affective
components of user experiences‘‘; engagement entails ―media
presentation, perceived user control, choice, challenge,
feedback, and variety‘‘ [55]. In their Proposed Model of
Engagement, [55] suggest that engagement and disengagement
can occur within the same interaction period, inferring that
‗‘engagement itself operates on a continuum...it may be poor,
average, or high‘‘.
We can assume, therefore, that to be inflicted with DTD,
one must be ranked high and frequent on the engagement scale.
Though, high engagement over short periods of time, perhaps
when searching for a particular thing online, may not entail
DTD: it must be those that score low in disengagement and
high on engagement. The Proposed Model of Engagement [55]
can also lend itself towards identifying the techniques that
encourage excessive use and what techniques reduce that.
These will be explored in more detail in the next section.
C. Elements that Promote Engagement
Having previously covered motivation, interest and goals,
these will not be examined further. Other elements of
engagement, however, should lend themselves towards
informing the proposed model, which seeks to reduce overuse.
To ensure theory can be translated into practice, proposed
elements of engagement, taken from The Proposed Model of
Engagement [55] have been compared with the specific
techniques that are utilised in DTs to achieve these in Table I.
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TABLE I.
Engagement
Attributes

Aesthetic/
sensory
appeal

Novelty and
attention

Control

Interactivity

Challenge

Feedback

Postive affect

TECHNIQUES USED TO INCREASE ENGAGEMENT
Techniques Used in DTs to Achieve These
Sounds and vibrations that accompany notifications
have been found to ―align an external trigger (the ping)
with an internal trigger (a feeling of boredom,
uncertainty, insecurity)‘‘, thus are utilised within
systems and applications to promote usage [42].
Similarly, rich colours can be integrated into systems to
increase aesthetic appeal [40].
Elements such as ―variable rewards‘‘ are provided to the
user, that ―are only sometimes distributed‘‘, hence, ―the
user comes to anticipate the slight rush of the fleeting
reward‘‘ [17]. Since rewards are unreliable, ―the twitchy
behavior is triggered‘‘, whereby the user feels
compelled ―to keep checking for messages, likes, and
status updates‘‘ [17].
Techniques such as ―app notifications, autoplay, likes
and messages that self-destruct‘‘ have been
―scientifically proven to compel‘‘ users to engage in
DTs: by making users feel as if they are ―missing
something really important‘‘, systems can motivate
users ―to watch/check in/respond right now‘‘ [42].
Systems can create the illusion of control, to attract
users that lack perceived control in real life. Reference
[80] note that the common aspects that contribute to this
perceived lack of control are: ―need for approval (75%
for addicts vs. 36% for regular users)‘‘, ―fear of
rejection (64% vs. 36%)‘‘, ―loneliness (64% vs. 38%)‘‘,
and ―anxiety (64% vs. 36%)‘‘. By enabling the user to
progress through stages, work towards rewards, or attain
social validation, these illusions of control can be
capitalised upon to drive engagement.
Unpredictability can encourage interaction with devices,
due to a human tendency to avoid boredom. In 2014, an
experiment revealed that ―people actually preferred to
shock themselves than sit alone with their thoughts for
20 minutes‘‘, indicating that ―many of us would prefer
chaos over predictability in our daily lives‘‘ [25]. By
―reinforcing this notion‘‘, social media provides a
fluctuating ―feedback loop that becomes more arresting
the more we use it‘‘ [25].
Gamification refers to injecting ―gameplay elements in
non-gaming settings‘‘ to ―enhance user engagement
with a product or service‘‘ [76]. Integrating elements
such as ―leaderboards and badges into an existing
system‘‘ can enable developers to ―tap‘‘ into ‗‘users‘
intrinsic motivations‘‘, in doing so, ignite a desire within
the user to participate in the challenge [76].
Algorithms can be utilised ―to determine the moment‘‘
the user ―might otherwise walk away‘‘, at which point,
certain rewards can be delivered, such as ―small wins‘‘
to keep the person playing‘‘ [51].
Systems can promote ―short-term dopamine-driven
feedback loops‘‘ with likes, shares or interest in online
profiles [17]. These so-called ―Vanity Metrics‘‘ [25]
capitalise upon the ―goal-obsessed culture‘‘ that
permeates within contemporary society, leading to users
feeling obliged to chase further goals that are
encouraged within social media and applications [51].

D. Elements that Promote Disengagement
Having identified that those with DTDs score high on
engagement and low on disengagement, frequently and for
extended periods of time; external factors will not be examined
in more detail. Instead of considering aspects such as system
malfunctions or physical interruptions, Table II outlines
specific ways of utilising disengagement aspects within the

proposed model. In turn, this should lend itself towards
identifying if there can be electronic user interfaces (UIs) that
help with DTDs.
TABLE II.

DISENGAGEMENT ATTRIBUTES TO INCLUDE IN THE MODEL

Disengagement
Attributes

Percieved time

Negative affect

Disruptions

Aspects to Include in Model
Making the user aware of the time spent on their
device, with frequent usage reports and/or
dashboards that highlight cases of above normal
usage. Since DTD individuals can be influenced by
the behaviours of others, perhaps reports could
detail levels of progress achieved by others
(ensuring anonymity, however), which they could
aspire to reach.
Instilling time limits on certain aspects of DTs (that
have been identified or consented to by the user as
means of achieving their goals).
Shifting colours to grayscale [40], or by reducing
sounds and vibrations to reduce aesthetic and
sensory appeal.
Intercepting behaviours that indicate deviations
from goals, for self-reflection. Since research
indicates ―that successfully rewiring one's habits
hinges in large part on self-reflection‘‘, it is
important that these are provided ―in the middle of
the habit‘‘, to enable users to ‗‘stop and confront‘‘
their behaviour, and ―consider how‘‘ they ―might
change it‘‘ [21].
Utilising notification tiers, decided collaboratively.
For example, there could be levels that dictate
which notifications are allowed during downtime, to
disrupt the user's expectation to receive continuous
stimulation.
Utilising an AI nurse, to offer methods of coping
better in the real world, such as mindfulness, thus
reducing dependency on device.

Positive affect

Providing positive rewards that entail offline
activities, thus utilising gamification to encourage
the user ―become actively interested in attaining
goals‘‘ [76].
Sending ―auto-responses during downtime‘‘, to
avoid the user worrying about missing anything
important and to generate a sense of community
support [63].

E. Alternate Methods of Promoting Disengagement
Since the proposed model seeks to disrupt users flow,
findings from neuroscience regarding implicit memory
retrieval can lend themselves towards identifying how to
activate alternate brain regions. In ―An Electrophysiological
Signature of Unconscious Recognition Memory‘‘, an
experiment [82] found that ―people can accurately discriminate
repeat stimuli from new stimuli without necessarily knowing
it‘‘. In the experiment, participants were shown a collection of
―kaleidoscopic images‘‘ and asked ―to devote their full
attention to half of the images, but were distracted by a number
task while viewing the remaining half‘‘ [47].
Shortly after, participants were asked to ―distinguish an
image they had previously seen from a new, but very similar
picture‘‘: surprisingly, the participants ―guessed‖ correctly
more often than they ―remembered' correctly‘‘ [47]. Thus,
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there is evidence that ―implicit memory… can occur without
the awareness of memory retrieval‘‘ [81]. If kaleidoscopic
images can promote regions in the brain that an individual is
―unconsciously‘‘ aware of, this may be a means of the
proposed model impacting on the normal flow of activity in the
minds of DTD subjects. In turn, this could lead to distractionconflict. For example, if a series of images were shown
throughout phases of treatment, repeated exposure could
promote brain regions that are atypical to those activated when
using DTs.
F. Choice of Platform for Treatment
The above seems promising for enabling UIs to help treat
DTDs. Widespread adoption of smartphones indicates that
smartphone-based treatments can ―transcend geographic
boundaries‘‘, by enabling ―on-demand access to therapeutic
support outside of formal care settings anytime and anywhere‘‘
[50]. In addition, smartphone-based treatments could allow for
―linkages to services in one‘s community‘‘ through GPS [50]
to be made. Further, smartphones can reduce costs of
treatment. While the ―initial development‘‘ of smartphonebased ―programs can be costly, the cost of hosting and
maintaining access to them thereafter‘‘ is usually confined ―to
costs associated with bandwidth needs for deployment and
limited technical support‘‘ [50].
G. Digital Phenotyping
Since ―early recognition of sub-syndromal mood and
anxiety symptoms‘‘ is paramount in lessening ―the pernicious
impact of chronic psychological distress and loss of function‘‘
[62], there is a need for timely monitoring of disorder subjects‘
behaviour. Utilising multifarious digital touchpoints on
smartphones can allow for ‗behavioural indicators‘ to be
collected and interpreted promptly [62]. This is due to digital
phenotyping (DP), which involves ―moment-by-moment
quantification of the individual-level human phenotype in situ
using data from personal digital devices‖ [78]. From which,
representations of ―a person‘s real-time psychological state and
overall profile based on their interactions with their
smartphone‘‘ [13] can be generated.
This is because ―digital fingerprints‘‘ are thought to ―reflect
the lived experiences of people in their natural environments‘‘
[57], thus giving DP the potential to reveal key behavioural
insights on a granular level. Utilising ―digital trace data…
collected from sensors embedded on mobile devices‘‘ [62], DP
could gather both active and passive patient data. Active refers
to elements that require participation from the user, such as
online survey responses or recorded speech samples [78]. For
example, speech recordings ―could be used to detect vocal
markers of mood‘‘ [57]. By analysing ―lexical content‘‘,
―prosody, voice quality‖' and the ―overall tone of voice‘‘, these
―vocal cues can provide valuable insights into physical and
mental states‘‘ [62].
Passive data includes aspects that do not require user
participation, such as sleep monitoring, or data acquired from
geo-spatial trajectories like the Global Positioning System
(GPS). In [62] note that passive data ―can enable the
identification and tracking'' of phenomena such as ―mood,
fatigue, social connectedness‘‘ and ―physical isolation‘‘. By
monitoring, for example, a fluctuation in sleep levels and

dramatic decreases in movement via GPS, DP ―could indicate
depression symptoms‘‘ [13]. Further, anonymous ―call logs‘‘
can allow those who fall below the average call reciprocity rate
to be identified [62], in turn, allow for the identification of
those with an avoidance tendency. Passive data ―might also be
less susceptible to the complexities introduced by potential
linguistic and cultural barriers than more traditional surveys‘‘
[57].
Albeit, when passive and active forms are combined, DP
could enable the proposed model to not only identify
maladaptive behaviours but to promote wellbeing. For
example, by providing real-time feedback to the user informing
them of their usage patterns, or by highlighting ―indices
associated with preferred mental states and enhanced
behavioural outcomes‘‘ [57]. By combining passive and active
data with existing medical records, DP can allow for
continuous monitoring of behaviour, for inferences in patterns
to be made and to ensure that treatment is tailored to individual
needs. In addition, it could be possible to ―develop precise and
temporally dynamic disease phenotypes and markers to
diagnose and treat psychiatric and other illnesses‘‘ [57].
Thus, DP could enable the model to provide feedback and
interruptions at the point of over-engagement, as well as
allowing for ―the early detection of various conditions‖ [13].
Since DP does not require ―specialized research devices‘‘ like
other therapeutic interventions such as ecological momentary
assessment (EMA), ―it is substantially more scalable than
traditional implementations‘‘ that require ―personal digital
assistants‘‘ [57]. Furthermore, techniques used within
treatment can remain up-to-date, by being connected to a
cloud-based system; while advances in machine learning can
be utilised, such as digital assistants, to provide phone
coaching.
H. Neuro-Linguistic Programming and Textual Entailment
Since the proposed model seeks to teach new behaviours,
existing techniques from the field of education can be
employed. Neuro-Linguistic Programming (N-LP) is used to
understand individual differences in thought-processing,
methods of communication and ―how this communication
creates different patterns of behaviour‘‘ [33]. N-LP posits ―that
each individual tends to have a preferred sensory
representational system‘‘ that is used to ―internally code‘‘
experiences [74].
By allowing subjects to ―adopt an observer position and to
interpret their circumstances from a new perspective‘‘, N-LP
seeks to ―replace dysfunctional thoughts‘‘ within subjects that
experience ―psychological hardship‘‘ [69]. N-LP operates
under several principles, including the notion that ―meaning
must match the response‘‘ [33]. According to which, both
teaching and learning must be a fluid process to ensure that the
desired outcome is met by the subject's behaviour [33]. Fluidity
entails variances in ―the teaching pattern‘‘ employed by the
instructor up to the point of generating ―the desired response‘‘,
in addition to the style of learning used by the learner [33].
Since the proposed model uses DP to attain a stream of
real-time active and passive data to provide feedback and
alterations in treatment, N-LP is consistent with the authors
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understanding of teaching new behaviours. Hence, N-LP will
be examined further, to identify techniques that lend
themselves towards informing the proposed model. Metamodel questions (M-MQs), for example, can be used to
uncover ―language patterns that are believed to reflect
fundamental cognitive processes‘‘ [68]. M-MQs are built on
the notion that humans recall events through a ―process of
generalizing, deleting and distorting information‘‘, which
presents implications such as a compromised ability to
generate unbiased representations of events [34].
Overtly biased representations of events can impact ―the
person's future thinking, core values and health and wellbeing‘‘ [34]. By integrating M-MQs into the proposed model,
it could be possible to uncover underlying linguistic processes
in subjects, resultantly, to tailor treatment by targeting
individual mental models. Advances in technology such as
Natural Language Processing (NLP) in Artificial Intelligence
(AI) can enable theory to be translated into practice within the
proposed model. For instance, by utilising Textual Entailment
(TE) models. As noted by reference [19], ―TE models take a
pair of sentences and predict whether the facts in the first
necessarily imply the facts in the second‘‘.
If the proposed model featured aspects of TE models, it
could be possible to uncover not just responses to M-MQs, but
an individual's overall response to treatment. Further, periods
of relapse could be sign-posted, from which, interceptions can
be made in real-time. Forms of TE models can be implemented
using a virtual agent, an AI nurse, as it were, to guide subjects
through treatment. This will be explored in more detail in the
next section, which covers models of computational
persuasion, theory and application to the proposed model.
I. Computational Persuasion
As defined in [18], ―captology describes the shaded area
where computing technology and persuasion overlap‘‘. Since
DTs have been found to be detrimental to health in the cases of
DTD subjects, an understanding of captology is important in
informing the proposed model. Integrating aspects of captology
can enable ―systems to help people make positive changes to
their behaviour, particularly in healthcare and healthy
lifestyles‘‘ [31]. In particular, by featuring an automated
persuasion system (APS) within the model, which ―is a system
that can engage in a dialogue with a user, i.e. a persuadee, in
order to persuade that persuadee to do (or not do) some action
or to believe (or not believe) something‘‘ [31]. From which, it
is conceivable that the model could guide the subjects towards
enhanced mental health.
Argument-centric approaches within APS are highlighted
[9] to promote behavioural change: ―an argument-based
approach could be highly beneficial, particularly when
someone is lacking some key information, and/or entertaining
misconceptions about a topic‘‘. From which, ―the system may
be able to change the user‘s mind about belief in some key
arguments‘‘, resultantly, ―persuade the user to believe and
follow up the persuasion goal‘‘ [9]. While the explicit intent is
an important consideration, the implicit are also key
considerations, since ―technology will always be used within a
context involving users‘ own intentions‘‘ [44].

Factors such as ―perceived social norms‘‘, ―social
pressure‘‘, ―emotional issues‘‘ and ―agenda‘‘ in addition to
―perception of an issue‘‘, ―opportunities to change behaviour‘‘,
―attitude to persuader‘‘ and ―attitude to information‘‘ [31] all
affect the effectiveness of persuasion. In [35] note that there is
a ―lack of a model which can provide a unified framework for
different persuasion strategies… specifically, persuasion is not
adaptable to the individuals‘ personal states in different
situations‘‘.
Thus, [35] propose ―a computational model called Model
for Adaptive Persuasion (MAP) for virtual agents‘‘, which
entails ‗‘a semi-connected network model which enables an
agent to adapt its persuasion strategies through feedback‘‘.
Implementations of the MAP in the form of a virtual nurse
were found to be successful in changing the persuades
―attitudes and behaviors intentionally, interpret individual
differences between users and adapt to user‘s behavior for
effective persuasion‘‘ [35]. Similar to which, the model could
feature a MAP-based nurse that utilises data obtained
consistently throughout treatment via DP to tailor treatment
and make personalised recommendations based on user's habits
and attitudes.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Having considered the above, it seems appropriate to
deduce the following. The stimuli in DTs that can be said to
contribute to DTDs include: sounds, rich colours and vibrations
(sensory appeal); variable rewards, unpredictability,
notifications (novelty and attention); stages to progress
through, rewards, social validation (perceived control);
fluctuating feedback loops (interactivity); gamification,
leaderboards, badges (challenge); wins delivered at point of
indicated disengagement (feedback); ―short-term dopaminedriven feedback loops‘‘ [17], ―Vanity Metrics‘‘ [25] and goals
(positive affect).
These will inform the proposed model, as specific aspects
to target. The stimuli also indicate the following conditions of
DTD subjects: above norm need for sensory stimulation;
reward de-sensitisation, low attention span; lack of perceived
control in real life; above norm feelings of loneliness and
anxiety; above norm need for intellectual stimulation; above
norm need for feedback; pre-existing deficits of dopamine;
above norm need for social validation and guidance.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS AND PROPOSED MODEL
Methods of how we learn and become addicted have been
explored, along with similarities having been found. In
addition, models of effective UI design have been identified
that comprehensively outline how systems should be designed
that capitalise on human user interaction. Based on findings
from sections 1 and 2, it seems appropriate to deduce that the
sophistication of technological devices capitalises upon the
fragilities of how people learn, to the detriment of human
society. Given that DTs are becoming ―more sophisticated and
their application in different contexts and environments
expands‘‘ [1], an awareness of the power that technology holds
over users is increasingly important.
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The literature on addiction and persuasion architecture
suggests that the problem of DTD can be derived by computer
science techniques manipulating the mind. Due to which, an
argument can be made that cognitive solutions are superior to
their chemical counterparts. If the systems lend themselves to
DTD development, utilising these to promote digital
behavioural change interventions can ensure that the issue is
targeted at the source, rather than being masked. This may
mean that cases of relapse are minimised, in addition to
intercepting DTD before it is able to progress into an addiction.
Resultantly, there could be a greater chance of recovery, along
with minimised negative repercussions.
By ―enabling users to face up to their unwanted behaviours
as they perform them‘‘ [21], cognitive solutions, such as
DBCIs, can allow users to achieve a relationship with DTs that
is compatible with their desired self. Since integrating aspects
of sensitive design into systems can ensure that interactions
with DTs are purely productive and cause minimal harm [63],
DT-based treatments have the considerable potential of
―improving outcomes, reducing costs, and improving the
patient experience'' [53]. Using smartphones to deliver
treatment aspects identified in the proposed model can enable
several of the barriers to existing treatments to be removed. By
doing so, perhaps more would seek help, in turn; reduce
negative implications for the individual, for organisations and
for society.
Having identified the potential of utilising smartphonebased treatments, the following section seeks to develop a
framework to inform the treatment of DTDs. Formerly,
findings from Sections 1 and 2 will be refined, to form DTD
preconditions and criteria. Following that, methods of
overcoming these will be refined, to include in the model.
Then, techniques used in existing treatments will be
considered, to ensure the treatment can be optimally effective
by addressing barriers to recovery.
A. Synthesis of Findings from Sections 1 and 2
Sections 1 and 2 indicate that the preconditions that DTD is
characterised as follows: above norm need for approval; above
norm need for sensory stimulation; above norm need for social
validation; above norm need for guidance and feedback; above
norm need for intellectual stimulation; above norm approachavoidance attitude; above norm feelings of loneliness and
anxiety; above norm reward de-sensitisation that indicates preexisting deficits of dopamine; above norm lack of perceived
control in real life.
Albeit, the above is not enough to diagnose an individual
with DTD, these aspects must also meet a set of criteria. These
are: cases where there is not an employment link explanation;
obsessive characteristics of engagement and time spent online,
that are significantly above the norm; non-logical usage:
including foregoing rational decisions to achieve irrational
high, or losing track of time when online; incurring repugnant
consequences; characteristics must be exhibited for extended
periods of time, with the tendency for time and needs to
increase. Methods of overcoming preconditions listed above,
using DBCIs are listed in Table III.

TABLE III.
DBCI
Percieved time
Negative affect

Disruptions

Positive affect

ASPECTS TO INCLUDE IN THE MODEL OF TREATMENT
Aspects to Include in Model
Feedback, to inform of usage and progress, such as
time spent on device and how time compares with
norms to sign-post behaviour.
Grayscale during periods of relapse and time limits
on usage (collaboratively decided).
Interruptions during deviations from goals to allow
for self-reflection.
Notification tiers (collaboratively decided),
including restricted sounds and vibrations, to filter
distractions from achieving goals.
Gamification of goals, to encourage the subject to
progress through treatment, addressing need to be
stimulated intellectually.
Short-term, offline rewards when goals are met, to
reduce dependence on online rewards, to fulfill
dopamine deficit and to condition the subject to
look forward to offline rewards.
AI nurse to reduce feelings of loneliness and
anxiety, by guiding and supporting, thus reducing
long-term reliance on DTs.
Auto-responses to contacts (collaboratively
decided), to reduce anxiety towards missing
something important when attempting to meet
goals.
Linkages to community can be promoted through
digital phenotyping to encourage integration.
Promotion of coping mechanisms to achieve offline
sense of control (grounded in psychological,
scientific and technological theory and best
practice), that is constantly updated, from a cloudsystem. This ensures that control is more than
illusory, and translates into methods of coping
better in the real world, while allowing for new
associations to be made.

Aspects in Table III must also meet the following criteria:
treatment must not be imposed, it must be desired the by
individual who wishes to develop new behaviours; aspects of
proposed DBCIs and aims of treatment must be detailed clearly
prior to and during treatment, and agreed to by the user; data
must not be shared without consent, and must be securely
processed to protect the individual and any concerns identified
in self-report data must be addressed.
B. Existing Treatment Techniques to Enhance Model
Since integrated approaches ―tend to be successful in
treating addiction and maintaining recovery‘‘ [60], the
following section will explore techniques utilised within
existing treatments. From which, it should be possible to
extrapolate best practice to inform the proposed model. As the
literature suggests that any model that seeks to change
behaviour faces issues of ―motivation, ambivalence and
resistance‘‘ [29], specific techniques used to target these will
be explored.
C. Motivation as an Issue
Motivation in the context of psychotherapy usually refers to
avoidance motivation that occurs within the subject undergoing
therapy. Avoidance motivation stems from a human desire ―to
evade unpleasant experiences‘‘, namely, experiential
avoidance, and is thought ―to protect the individual from reexperiencing past adversities‘‘ [26]. While helpful in select
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cases, an excess of avoidance motivation can contribute ‗‘to the
development and maintenance of many psychopathological
disorders‘‘ [26]. Since a contributing factor to the maintenance
of avoidance motivation is ‗‘mental representations of
undesired transactions with the environment‘‘, methods of
restructuring these will be examined [26].
D. Methods of Targeting Avoidance Motivation
Having identified that DTD subjects may use approachavoidance systems, approach-avoidance theories of motivation
will be covered first. These ―are active in the presence of
potential positive or negative outcomes, respectively‘‘ [59]. To
increase perceived positive outcomes, groups can be used,
since they ―are associated with rewards… a source of security
and thought to reduce the occurrence of negative outcomes‘‘
[59].
As the proposed model seeks to shift behaviour from
maladaptive use to purely productive usage, ―systematic group
influences on mood, information processing, perceptions,
attention, and behavior‘‘ could be utilised, in the form of
―group membership and interaction‘‘, which, in turn, ―should
impact activation of group members‘ approach and avoidance
motivation systems‘‘ [59]. Hence, the community linkages
made possible via DP within the model should allow for
systematic group influences on the subjects behaviour, by
increasing perceived positive outcomes.
E. Ambivalence as an Issue
Ambivalence is when individuals find it increasingly
difficult to change, despite their best intentions, due to being
―pulled in two directions by motivations to change and
motivations to maintain the status quo‘‘ [2]. In cases where
maladaptive behaviours ―serve important functions‘‘, such as
providing an escape from stressful day-to-day life [2],
ambivalence is common.
F. Methods of Overcoming Ambivalence
A collaborative technique used in psychotherapy to
overcome ambivalence is motivational interviewing (MI),
which seeks to increase a ―patients‘ own motivation for change
and adherence to treatment‘‘ [66] and reduce resistance [29]. In
essence, MI is ―collaborative, evocative, and honouring of
patient autonomy‘‘ [66], as it seeks to guide according to the
subject‘s personal goals. By following ―the acronym RULE‘‘,
MI seeks to ―Resist the righting reflex; Understand the
patient‘s own motivations; Listen with empathy; and Empower
the patient‘‘ [29].

progress via DP throughout treatment. Deviations could be
actioned upon, with elements of persuasion architecture being
used in relation to the subject‘s progress. MMQs could also be
used within MI, to decipher the subject‘s mental models. Selfreport data throughout treatment could measure the
effectiveness of treatment, by comparing initial response styles
to later styles.
In addition to MI, the Principle of Effective Facilitation
(PEF) could be utilised to help overcome ambivalence. The
Principle of Effective Facilitation (PEF) is derived from
humanistic approaches to treatment. In short, PEF entails
external validation to encourage the learner to progress through
stages of learning. PEF operates under the following
assumption: when individuals ‗‘decide to learn‘‘, they ―invest
time and energy in checking the potential benefits‘‘ [67]. If the
individual believes that they are positively altering their
behaviour in a way that is compatible with the desired self,
they will, according to humanism, seek to engage in learning.
Since individuals have a propensity to ―devalue their work
if not validated‘‘, the use of an ―external authority‘‘ can allow
for enhanced learning within PEF. By guiding the individual
through various stages of learning, validating their progress,
the likelihood of learning new behaviours should be increased.
To incur maximum effect, the external authority should
―encourage the adult learner to interact with his environment
on his own terms‘‘ [67]. By identifying learner-centred
objectives within MI, this should enable the AI nurse, who acts
as the external authority ―to facilitate self-directed learning‘‘
[67]. For example, with guidance grounded in theory and usage
reports.
G. Resistance as an Issue
Resistance is the ―overt or covert reluctance to change and
grow‘‘ in subjects of therapeutic intervention [54]. Judgment or
―adverse emotional reactions‘‘ in the therapist ―unwittingly
may exacerbate the client‘s resistance‘‘, while ―gaining an
accurate, empathic understanding of the client‘s difficulties in
changing‘‘ can reduce resistance [54]. Approaches to treatment
that seek to avoid resistance should feature both ―active
involvement in educating and stimulating the client toward
greater awareness and adaptability‘‘ as well as allowing for
degrees of self-directed learning [54].

MI has been found to be ―equivalent to or better than other
treatments such as cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) or
pharmacotherapy‘‘ when treating S-RADs, in addition to
having ―been shown to be efficacious‘‘ in treating several N-SRDs, such as IGD [66] and hypersexual disorder [29]. To incur
maximum effect, MI requires ―someone with the skill to switch
among communication styles and the wisdom to seek and
understand what style the patient needs‘‘ [66].

H. Methods of Overcoming Resistance
To account for the above, psychoeducation could be
utilised within the model. Psychoeducation involves ―the
provision of information, in a variety of media, about the
nature of stress, posttraumatic and other symptoms, and what
to do about them‘‘ [85]. In several cases, psychoeducation has
been found to increase adherence to treatment and reduce
relapse rates in subjects with S-RADs and N-S-RDs [65].
Having identified that DTD subjects are not always aware of
the negative implications of overuse, psychoeducation could be
used to fill in conceptual gaps and to provide coping
mechanisms.

Having covered TE models on page 9, it is conceivable that
the AI nurse could effectively conduct MI in the first phase of
treatment. This could enable learner-centred objectives to be
attained, from which, the AI nurse could measure the patient‘s

In the initial phase, following MI, psychoeducation could
be used to educate the user of the potential outcomes of
treatment and consequences of overuse. In later stages,
psychoeducation could be used at times of indicated relapse, to
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reinforce the subject‘s motivation to participate in sustained
treatment. Further, within phases of psychoeducation,
mindfulness-based interventions (MBIs) could be utilised. In
the past decade, MBIs have grown in popularity, due to their
promising application to treating S-RADs and N-S-RDs [20].

(MORE)‘‘ that ―have been tailored to directly to address the
mechanisms that undergird addiction‘‘ [20]. Thus, utilising
MBIs within psychoeducation could potentially enable the
DTD subject to gravitate towards approach-approach as
opposed to approach-avoidance.

MBIs have been found to be ―successful for reducing
dependence, craving, and other addiction-related symptoms by
also improving mood state and emotion dysregulation‘‘ [69].
For example, by minimising ‗‘substance misuse and craving by
modulating cognitive, affective, and psychophysiological
processes integral to self-regulation and reward processing‘‘
[20]. As a result, it is hypothesised that MBIs have the
potential to ―reverse the allostatic process by which normal
reward learning is usurped by addictive substances‘‘ [20].

A. Response Tendency Hierarchy
These elements should transform non-logical usage into
logical, productive usage. Further, previous cases of no
employment link explanation should become mostly
employment link explanation. Characteristics, time and needs
should return to the norm, with the overall positive effect
leading to less reliance on DTs. Finally, the elements discussed
and explored combine to contribute to Fig. 1 (The Tri Path
model of treatment for Digital Technology Disorder).

Though studies largely relate to S-RADs, aspects of MBIs
can be integrated into the model of DTD treatment, since
―MBT is an effective treatment for a variety of psychological
problems, and is especially effective for reducing anxiety,
depression, and stress‘‘ [37]. Having identified that DTs can
produce rewards comparable to substances, utilising MBIs in
the treatment could enable the subject to potentially shift
dependence on online rewards to offline rewards. This is due to
―the restructuring reward hypothesis‘‘, which ―states that
mindfulness may reduce addictive behavior by shifting the
relative salience of drug and natural rewards from valuation of
drug-related reward back to valuation of natural rewards that
were salient before the development of addiction‘‘ [20].
Due to their ability to achieve ―attention regulation and
positive affect‘‘, it is conceivable that MBIs ―might
nonetheless increase pleasure from perceptual and
sensorimotor experiences in a fashion similar to sensate-focus
techniques and promote positive emotion regulation by
amplifying selective attentional processes‘‘ [20].
IX.

PROPOSED MODEL AND CONCLUSIONS

IMPLICATIONS AND AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The implications of this paper include health provision,
treatment, corporate social responsibility, better health,
wellbeing and a reduction in DTD. Thus, the authors
recommend the following areas for further research: a large
scale quantitative research to find the most influential path in
the proposed model. Research on image kaleidoscoping
regarding DTD is needed, in particular kaleidoscopic images
from relevant domains of interest may provide some important
answers pertaining to this vain of treatment. Furthermore agespecific research regarding DT use and disorders will address a
significant research gap. Finally, utilising neuroscience to map
the different phases of DTD when completing the varied
phases of treatment.
Finally, the authors recognise that some people will be able
to self-regulate, after/or during exposure to the DTD treatment
proposed. Albeit, the authors also recognise that some people
with a high propensity of addiction may need long term
support from the AI nurse. Hence, further research may aim to
explore time scales for different propensities of addiction.

For example, with ―Mindfulness-Based Relapse Prevention
(MBRP) and Mindfulness-Oriented Recovery Enhancement
Profiling
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Response
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Micro digital training,
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Fig. 1. Tri Path Model of Treatment for Digital Technology Disorder
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